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Using the density functional theory, we studied the energetics and electronic structures of chemically
decorated fullerene solids, monoclinic phases of silyl methyl fullerene (SIMEF) and methano indene fullerene
(MIF), under the experimentally determined lattice parameters. Cohesive energies of these solids are 1.83 and
1.07 eV for SIMEF and MIF, respectively, despite the large intermolecular spacing owing to the functional
groups. The SIMEF and MIF solids are semiconductors with a moderate band gap of about 1.2 eV with
narrow dispersion band near the band gap. We also elucidated that these solids exhibit a strong anisotropic
band dispersion relation near the gap, because of their large asymmetric molecular shape. The calculated
electron eective masses range from 1.37me to 7.91me for the SIMEF solid and from 0.57me to 4.23me
for the MIF solid.
1. Introduction
Ever since the discovery1) and macroscopic production2) of fullerenes, fullerenes have
been keeping a premier position in nanoscale sciences and technologies, because of
the diversity of their geometry and corresponding electronic properties.3{5) Because of
the hollow-cage structures of fullerenes, electronic structures near the Fermi level of
fullerenes can be characterized as a spherical harmonic Ylm, where the electronic states
associated with  electrons tend to bunch up or become degenerate with each other,
reecting their approximately spherical distribution in the fullerene cage.6) Thus, the 
electron states are often naively regarded as an electron system conned to the spher-
ical shell with a nanometer-scale diameter.7) In addition, fullerenes commonly possess
a deep lowest unoccupied state, compared with other carbon nanomaterials and hydro-
carbon molecules,8,9) owing to the twelve pentagonal rings embedded in their cages.6)
E-mail: sokada@comas.frsc.tsukuba.ac.jp
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Therefore, fullerenes can act as electron acceptors for electrochemical and photovoltaic
applications. On the other hand, the detailed electronic structure of fullerenes depends
not only on the fullerene cage size but also on the local atomic arrangement, owing
to the strong correlation between the geometry and the electronic properties as cases
of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. For example, the electronic structures of the
24 isomers of C84 are completely dierent from each other, depending on variations in
their covalent network topology, even though each isomer has the same cage size.10,11)
Furthermore, the moderate chemical reactivity of fullerenes allows us to design and syn-
thesize further derivatives by attaching atoms12,13) or functional groups14{19) onto the
cage. In this case, the electronic structure of these fullerene derivatives is dierent from
that of pristine fullerenes because of the modication of the  electron network.20{22)
Silyl methyl fullerene (SIMEF)23) and methano indene fullerene (MIF)24) are repre-
sentative fullerene derivatives that act as electron acceptors in blends with appropriate
donor molecules in organic thin lm photovoltaic devices. Using these chemically dec-
orated fullerenes, photovoltaic devices can show large open voltages owing to the deep
lowest unoccupied state of the fullerenes25{30) and a remarkable power conversion e-
ciency of up to about 10 %.31) In the devices, molecular conformations of SIMEF and
MIF in their condensed structure and with respect to the donor domains are important
in realizing the high electron mobility in acceptor domains and the eective carrier dis-
sociation at the donor-acceptor interfaces, respectively, which are key issues in further
improving the power conversion eciency of the devices. For the interface, we demon-
strated that the molecular orientation with respect to the donor domain is important
in realizing the eld concentration at the interface, causing the ecient carrier dissoci-
ation at the interfaces.22) On the other hand, the electronic structure of bulk condensed
phases of SIMEF and MIF is still unclear. Thus, in this work, we aim to clarify the
electronic properties of bulk condensed phases of SIMEF and MIF using the density
functional theory (DFT). Our calculations indicate that the electronic band structure
of SIMEF and MIF solids is anisotropic arising from their asymmetric molecular shape
due to functional groups.
2. Calculation methods and structural models
All theoretical calculations were conducted using the DFT32,33) implemented in the
STATE package.34) To express the exchange correlation potential among the interacting
electrons, the local density approximation (LDA) was applied with the Perdew-Wang
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Fig. 1. Optimized geometries of SIMEF in (a) an isolated form and (b) a packed structure with a
monoclinic phase under the experimentally determined lattice constant. Brown, blue, and white balls
denote C, Si, and H atoms, respectively. In each gure, quadrangles indicate the unit cell.
functional form tted to the quantum Monte Carlo results for a homogeneous elec-
tron gas,35,36) because LDA can qualitatively describe the weak interactions between
graphitic sp2 C materials. We used an ultrasoft pseudopotential to describe the interac-
tions between the valence electrons and the ions generated by the Vanderbilt scheme.37)
The valence wave functions and decit charge density were expanded by a plane-wave
basis set with cuto energies of 25 and 225 Ry, respectively. Brillouin zone integration
was carrier out using equidistant 444-k meshes that give sucient convergence in
the geometric and electronic structures of fullerene related materials.38) Structural opti-
mization was performed for both internal atomic coordinates under the experimentally
determined lattice constant until the remaining force acting on each atom was less than
5 mRy/A.
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Fig. 2. Optimized geometries of MIF in (a) an isolated form and (b) a packed structure with a
monoclinic phase under the experimentally determined lattice constant. Brown and white balls
denote C and H atoms, respectively. In each gure, quadrangles indicate the unit cell.
3. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the optimized structure of an isolated SIMEF molecule and a SIMEF
solid under the lattice parameters determined by X-ray diraction experiment.39,40)
The SIMEF solid has a monoclinic lattice structure with the cell parameters a=10.36
A, b=19.02 A, c=22.67 A, =90, =97.13, and =90. Figure 2 shows the optimized
structure of an isolated MIF molecule and a MIF solid in the monoclinic structure
under the lattice parameters a=10.69 A, b=26.52 A, c=14.40 A, =90, =109.04,
and =90 determined by X-ray diraction experiment.41,42) Because of the asymmetric
shape of SIMEF and MIF, the monoclinic unit cell contains 4 molecules to form approx-
imately closed packed structure with the staggered intermolecular arrangement. Under
the experimentally determined lattice parameters, the cohesive energies of SIMEF and
MIF are 1.83 and 1.07 eV per molecule, respectively. The calculated cohesive energy
is comparable to that of the pristine C60 in its condensed phase, although SIMEF
and MIF exhibit large intermolecular spacings. The large cohesive energy of chemically
decorated C60 is ascribed to the silyl methyl and methano indene functional groups
attached to SIMEF and MIF, respectively, which cause polarization on chemically dec-
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orated fullerenes. Thus, in addition to the weak intermolecular interaction, the polar
and CH- interactions between functional groups and C60 moieties cause the large co-
hesive energy in their condensed phases, even though they have large intermolecular
spacings owing to the steric hindrance of the functional groups.
Figure 3(a) shows the electronic energy band of the SIMEF solid. The solid is an
indirect gap semiconductor with a band gap of 1.2 eV around the   point. The valence
band top is located at the vicinity of the B point along the line connecting between B and
  points, and the conduction band bottom is located at the   point. Because of its large
intermolecular spacing, the SIMEF solid exhibits a small dispersion in both the valence
and conduction bands, owing to the small - overlap between adjacent SIMEFs. The
calculated band widths of the highest valence and the lowest conduction bands are
0.1 and 0.2 eV, respectively, which are remarkably narrower than those of the solid
C60 with a face-centered cubic lattice by about 0.3 eV. Furthermore, the asymmetric
shape of the molecule causes a strong anisotropy in both valence and conduction bands.
Around the conduction band edge at   point, the dispersion along the  -Z and the  -B
direction is narrower than that along the  -Y and  -A direction. Thus, the eective
electron masses at the conduction band bottom also exhibit a remarkable anisotropy:
The calculated eective masses at the   point are 5.69me, 1.37me, 7.91me, and 3.83me
along the direction to the Z, Y, B, and A points, respectively.
Figure 3(b) shows the squared wave functions of the the highest occupied and the
lowest unoccupied states of an isolated SIMEF molecule. The wave functions of the
highest and the lowest unoccupied states are distributed on the C60 moiety. Therefore,
the functional moiety acts as a molecular spacer for the electron states associated with
the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states. Therefore, the functional group
causes the large molecular spacing and the small band dispersion near the Fermi level.
Around the conduction band edge, the 8 bunched branches are ascribed to the lowest
and the second lowest unoccupied states of the SIMEFmolecule. In contrast, the isolated
four branches in the valence band edge are ascribed to the highest occupied state of the
isolated molecule.
Figure 4(a) shows the electronic structure of the MIF solid. The MIF solid is a
semiconductor with a direct band gap of 1.27 eV at the   point. The large intermolecular
spacing arising from the functional groups causes the small band dispersion in both the
valence and conduction bands. The bandwidth of the conduction band is wider than
that of the valence band by 0.2 eV, as in the SIMEF solid. Furthermore, an asymmetric
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shape of the MIF also causes the anisotropic band structure near the gap. In particular,
the lowest four branches of the conduction band exhibit remarkable anisotropy. The
calculated eective electron masses at the   point are 0.57me, 3.48me, 4.23me, and
3.96me along the direction to the Z, Y, B, and A points, respectively. Thus, the electron
mass along the direction along the c-axis is the remarkably smaller than that of those
along the other directions. This anisotropic electronic structure near the band gap of the
MIF solid is also attributed from the wavefunction distribution of the highest occupied
and the lowest unoccupied states [Fig. 3(b)]. As in the case of the isolated SIMEF
molecule, both the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states are distributed on
the C60 moiety, but absent on the functional moiety. Thus, the wavefunction overlap
between the adjacent molecules is sensitive to the molecular conformation with regard
to the C60 moiety in their packed structure.
4. Conclusions
Using the DFT with LDA, we studied the electronic structure of the SIMEF and MIF
solids under the experimentally determined lattice parameters. Cohesive energies of
these solids are 1.83 and 1.07 eV for SIMEF and MIF, respectively, despite the large
intermolecular spacing owing to the functional groups. The SIMEF and MIF solids are
semiconductors with a moderate band gap of about 1.2 eV with a narrow dispersion
band in their valence and conduction states near the band gap. We also elucidated that
the solids exhibit a strong anisotropic band dispersion relation near the gap because of
their large asymmetric molecular shape. The calculated electron eective masses range
from 1.37me to 7.91me for the SIMEF solid and from 0.57me to 4.23me for the MIF
solid. Thus, it is important to tune the direction of electron transport with respect to
the bulk structure for further enhancement of the power conversion eciency of the
photovoltaic devices using these molecules.
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Fig. 3. (a) Electronic energy band and energy level of the SIMEF solid under the experimentally
determined lattice parameters and the isolated SIMEF molecule, respectively. The energy is
measured from the valence band top. (b) Squared wave functions of the lowest unoccupied (LU) and
highest occupied (HO) states of the SIMEF molecule. (c) Brillouin zone and the reciprocal points for
calculating the electronic energy band. ti indicates the primitive reciprocal vector associated with the
primitive vector ai.
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Fig. 4. (a) Electronic energy band and energy level of the MIF solid under the experimental lattice
parameters and the isolated MIF molecule, respectively. The energy is measured from the valence
band top. (b) The squared wave functions of the lowest unoccupied (LU) and highest occupied (HO)
states of the MIF molecule. (c) Brillouin zone and the reciprocal points for calculating the electronic
energy band. ti indicates the primitive reciprocal vector associated with the primitive vector ai.
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